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CONNECTING IMAGE 61D-section 2 (12a, b, c), the symbol psi (ψ)

MINIMAL EXPLANATIONS
Pre requisite: 61 D (9), nature and unified music. The unified sensory information of Bach, Beethoven, Escher, La tour, Ravel, Rembrandt, Vivaldi… and the natural connecting images 61-70 played an important role in the universal discovery Transition and its clarification. 

At the beginning of January 1970, while attending an introductory course in music, the professor asked us to go to the college library, to listen to the Bolero of Ravel with ear-phones, inside a sound proof room. The experience was similar to a wakening from a long sleep, by discovering that the connection between each sound was similar to seeing several entities working together in order to reach a dimension where all is peaceful or positive. The music was like a material signature of the sensory experience. For more information PLEASE view connecting image 2, a personal interpretation of the Bolero of Ravel.
The third movement of the ninth symphony of Beethoven guided me to the second section of the natural connecting image 61D, where we can find the natural symbol psi (ψ), made of three tree trunks in transformation. Throughout the years, I realized that unified sensory information is the equivalent of an excellent psychiatric prescription. 
The color red purple indicates the area to be viewed (the arrows = the place where the photographs were taken). The yellow green lines are used for connecting the diagrams 2d & 3d to the photographs. The blue purple ellipses at the bottom of the small images are the links to the files, two ZIPs (3 PDFs each). These PDFs (3600 x 10000 and 10800 x 30000 pixels are meant to be viewed on a large or multiple monitors and or a screen with a projector. Their sizes vary from 7.7 to 77.9mb. These files are password protected against modifying the original image, and can be printed, quality Internet. The quality of the image is slightly above 50% of the originals and the ZIPs (29 and 194mb) have not been compressed. The PDFs can be opened with the software Acrobat 7.0 or more recent.

Techniques: Photography (regular and infrared), one virtual 2D diagram and two 3D models (bois…) are used to simplify the limited visual explanation on the internet. These are APPROXIMATE. The cameras used, were of semi-pro quality. The images were taken on sunny/cloudy/snowy days from 2013-17. The purpose of the enclosed photographs is to document this natural symbol (ψ). The images reflect the four seasons.

These files do not include written explanations as they are conceived for a visual reading. If you find it difficult to visually read them, it is recommended to view them more than once while listening to unified music (high level of connecting sounds that can help to concentrate...). They are also meant to be viewed in progression, as each file evolves from the previous ones. 

61D-12a: Various locations inside section 2, indicating the place where the symbol ψ is.
61D-12b: View EAST from the location of the symbol ψ, the four seasons.
61D-12c: View EAST-SOUTH-WEST-NORTH from the location of the symbol ψ, the four seasons.
For those who would like some free images of this natural symbol, please contact the research center vitockey.
Wishing you unified sensory information,
Jean-Jacques Giguère © all rights reserved


